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STILL SMOKIN'

The South by Southwest
Film Festival was a showcase of trends -SEE VARIID,A8
SCAM

'
..

FAST~FOOD
PRANKSTER GETS

JAIL Tl-ME

Woman assaulted near UCF campus
·sheriff's Office releases sketch of suspect
NATALIE MORERA
News Editor

•t

•

•

Aman who pretended to be a CEO
complaining about his fast-food order was
sentenced to 30 days in jail after authorities
s.rN the prank in an online video. Rialto
police said it was an easy case to aack
because the video on YouTube.com shows
Robert Echevenia calling the restaurant
pretending to be a CEO to claim flee food.

A woman was allegedly
attacked, battered and sexually
assaulted on Alafaya Trail,
according to the Orange Connty Sheriff's Office.
The wonian requested confidentiality, so her name and
sworn statement' were not
released.

The woman was walking
near
Addison
Place
Apartments at aronnd 10 p.m.
on March ll, when she said she
noticed a white male walking
toward her. The man passed
her and then grabbed her by
the arm pulling her about 15 to
20 feet into the woods, according to the incident report.
Once in the woods, a struggle ensued. As she attempt~d

Left: The Orange County
Sheriff released this sketch
of the suspect who attacked
a woman on Alafaya Trail
near Addison Apartments
during Spring Break.

to release herself from the
man; the woman was pnnched
in the area of her left eye. The
pnnch caused her to fall onto
her back. While she was on the
floor, the man began "fondling
her breasts over her clothes,''
according to the incident
report.
According to the r~port, the
PLEASE SEE

COURTESYORANGECOUNTY-SHERIFF.

VICTIM ON A3

AUDIT FALLOUT: THIRD IN A SERIES

•
BIRTHDAY
/ ~

•

THE ONLY THING
BETTER THAN A

·Audit questions fees

that raised $185,250

At her seventh birthday party,Amber
Birdsall thought the huge gift box in pink
paper likely hid a pair of bicycles.She was
wrong. Inside was something she wanted
even,more- her stepfather,a soldier
who had been deployed overseas.The
surprise began afew weeks ago when
Ambertold her mother that all she
wanted was her stepfather's return.

MARY KNOWLES
Staff Writer

UCF collected $185,250 in fees from international students during two years without legal
authority, according to a recent state audit.
The report, releasec}by-Florida's Auditor
General, calls for the university to stop charging some students $50 per semester to report
their statuses to a Web-based Department of
Homeland Security system.
In a written statement, UCF President
John Hitt said UCF was acting within the
bonnds ofthe Florida Statutes by charging
the fee. Hitt also said the Florida Board of
Governors, which oversees the state uni- '
versity system, had authorized the fees.
Now, an officer in UCF's faculty
union says the university should refund
the money to the ·s tudents.
"It would appear to me that if they
illegally assessed that fee, then the international students should ask for a
refund," said Stan Smith, who is also a professor of fmance at UCF.
Administrators at UCF's International
Services Center did not return repeated
phone calls and e-mails requesting more
information about the fee. But several international students interviewed said they were currently paying the fee.
.
UCF charges the fee to degree-seeking
students on the F-visa and J-visa. These
visas allow non-immigrants or exchange
visitors to study in the U.S. for short peri- ·
ods of time.
Under federal mandate, American schools
and universities must report their numbers of
non-immigrant students and exchange visitors
to the Student and Exchange VISitor Information System (SEVIS).
,
SEVIS is administered by the Immigration
and Customs Enforcement agency within the
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AROUND CAMPUS,A2

_INDIAN STUDENTS
CELEBRATE FESTIVAL IN
STUDENT UNION
•

The Indian Awareness Council will be
holding a Spring Festival of Colors
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Student
Union's Pegasus Ballroom.The
celebration will include traditional
Bollywood music and more.

.
LOCAL & STATE, A2

MAN DIES AFTER BEING
SHOT BY ORLANDO
DRUG ENFORCEMENT
•

•

.
.,

•

."
•
•

Authorities say the man shot by
Orlando drug-enforcement officers
has died and now the officers are
being questioned. Orlando Police
'Department spokeswoman Barbara
Jones says officers pulled over the
man Wednesday night.

NATION & WORLD, A4

RAINS HIT NORTHEAST
AND OHIO VALLEY AFTER
HITTING MIDWEST
Residents warily watched as rivers ·
continued to rise Thursday from heavy
storms that dumped as much as a foot
of rain in the Midwest and left behind
more than a do,zen deaths. Flooding
was also reported Wednesday.
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Senate appoints
new pro temps

Tickets cause conflict
JUSTINE GRIFFIN
Contributing Writer

ROBYN SIDERSKY
Staff Writer

Two new deputy pro tempores
were appointed at Thursday's Student Government Association meeti.pg after the former DPTs were fired.
Sen. Sean ·Whittaker and Sen.
Joseph Cowap
be replacing the
former deputy pro tempores, Sen.
. Austin Smith and Sen. Andrew Johnson, pending approval from the Senate.
"I'm excited to have the chance to
work with registered student organizations," Cowap said.
Johnson and Smith were fired at
the March 6 Senate meeting.
According to Johnson, he was
fired because of his political views.
Those views differed from Smith's,

will

PLEASE SEE
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BOG ON AS

The UCF Police Department is conflicting with the Student Government
Association over ticketing students in
high-traffic areas on campus.
UCF PD officers have been ticketing students who are caught jaywalking or skateboarding in the street or
bus loops on Aquarius Agora Drive,
near the Nicholson School of Communication and Classroom I Building. But
once UCF PD started ticketing students, SGA stepped in to defend them,
said UCF officer Jeanette Emert.
'We are just caught in the middle of
following the law and doing what SGA
wants," Emert said
Stephanie Koffler, the SGA student
advocacy coordinator and a political
science major, said that the UCF police
COREY MAYNARD / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
are doing the best they can and work
The bus loop on Aquarius Agora Drive is a high-traffic
.
very
well with SGA
area where the UCF Police Department has been
"Students feel like the police ticket
issuing tickets for jaywalking and skateboarding.

them sometimes because they have
quotas to fill, and that's just not true,"
Koffler said
Koffler has worked with the UCF
police to help them gain a better relationship with the student body. She
helped them move into the new community relations office in the John T.
Washington Center and helped set up
the vehicle maintenance workshop
that the UCF PD hosts every year.
"The police have this horrible
stereotype amongst students," Koffler
said, "when they're actually just doing
their job."
Emert said she feels that this area
generates a lot of. traffic between
pedestrians, buses and cars because of
poor planning and state budget cuts.
Aquarius Agora Drive, which deadends into a bus loop for Pegasus Landing residents behind the Student
Union, was once part of the original
PLEASESEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

MSA holds Islam Awareness Week
The Muslim Student Association is holding the last day of
Islam Awareness Week today in
the Student Union.
The first event will take
place at 1:30 p.m. in Room 218 of
the Student Union. The event is
called Islam 101. The second
event, "Convert Stories: Why I
Chose Islam," will take place in
Room 316 of the Student Union
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
For more information on
these events, contact nbanadine@hotmail.com

Amateur Radio Club holds meeting
.The Amateur Radio Club
will be holding a regular meeting today from 5:30 p.m. to 7
p.m. in Rooin 456A in the Engineering Building.
For more information, contact ssd.arc@mmae.ucf.edu.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Man dies after being shot by
Orlando drug-enforcement officers
ORLANDO - Authorities
say, the man shot by Orlando
drug-enforcement officers has
· died and now the officers are
being questioned.
Orlando Police Department
spokeswoman Barbara Jones
says officers pulled over the
man Wednesday night.
There was a confrontatidn
and police opened fire.
It's not immediately clear
why officers stopped his car,
and details have not been
released on what prompted
the shooting.
The unidentified suspect
was taken to Orlando Regional
Medical Center where he died.
Investigators later found a
handgun and drugs in the
man's car.
The shooting is being
PLEASE SEE
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CORRECTIONS
In the March 19 article titled
"Cents & accountability," Grant
Heston's title was misidentified
Heston is the assistant vice president ofUCF News and Information.

•

'1tturt

Indian students celebrate festival
The Indian Awareness
Council will be holding a
Spring Festival of Colors
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union's Pegasus Ballroom.
The celebration will include
traditional Hollywood music,
folk dances and a regional-fashion show.
Indian foods will also be
served. The event is free for
UCF students with a valid student ID and $5 for others. For
more information, contact
sdaniell@mail.ucf.edu.

•

•
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Grad student blogs to cope with lymphoma
JUSTINE GRIFFIN

Hughes used to make the twohour drive from Orlando to St.
Petersburg at least once a week for
treatment.
Whether
it
was
chemotherapy or a shot to boost his
white blood cell count, he was forced
to take that extra time to travel home.
"Zach can pe really down about
everything sometimes,"
said Jacob

his head whenever Hughes began to
Contributing Writer
lose his hair from chemotherapy. But
once Hughes' treatment began, both
It was just a normal day for
Glaser and Hughes shaved their
Zachary Hughes until he got a phone
heads early to avoid Hughes slowly
call.
losing his hair.
He was driving on Interstate 4, on
Hughes also writes on the· site
his way back to Orlando from his
from time to time to update the
hometown, St. Petersburg. It was his
Web world on how he's feeling and
doctor. He had been diagnosed with
how the treatment is going.
cancer.
"At first, it was basically infor"I remember being in complete
mational," Hughes said. "I posted
shock," said Hughes, a 23blogs explaining the treatments
year-old graduate student at
and how they were going, but
UCF. "Like, wow, this is my
it's become much more emolife now."
tional. Now I post how things
Hughes has stage two
. are going and also how I'm
Hodgkin's lymphoma. He
coping."
noticed a lump on his neck in
The blog has become
early August and was referred
important to Hughes' friends
to his hometown doctor by
and family.
Scott Dyl, a friend of
UCF Health Services, who later
recognized his symptoms as
Hughes, read the blog.
Hodgkin's disease.
"I think it's a great way
"I'm thankful that this has hapfor him to ~xpress his feelpened so early in my life," Hughes
ings without having to tell
said, "because many people don't
every single person how he
have that option [to be diagnosed
feels," Dyl said.
so early]. It really got me thinking
Dyl, a sophomore interdisciplinary studies major,
about what I want to do with my
life."
has known Hughes since his
Even though his doctors and famidiagnosis. Dyl looks at
ly recommended he medically w ithHughes' blog to keep updated on how Hughes is doing
draw from classes and move home,
when he doesn't have time to
Hughes said he wanted to keep his
life as normal as possible. He still
see him in person.
lives in the UCF area, where he
"If he didn't have his own
worked as a graduate and a teacher's
cancer blog, I feel like he'd be
breaking down in front of peoassistant for Mark Poisel, assistant
ple a lot more," Glaser said.
vice president of Academic Development and Retention Services, up
Dyl said: "His feelings in the
until this semester. ·Hughes now
blog aren't how I would perceive him to be feeling in real
works as a graduate assistant for UCF
life, 'cause when we hang out, he
Housing and Residence Life in the
Libra community.
seems upbeat and happy all the
Hugh~s is also a fuil-time student
time, but the blog says o therCOURTESYZACHARY HUGHES wise."
at UCF and plans to graduate with his
just never know if you're going to wake up healthy one
master's degree in mental health "You
Hughes' blog has also attracted
day and go to bed a cancer patient the next,"said Zachary
counseling in 2009.
people beyond his immediate
Hughes, above, a student battling Hodgkin's lymphoma.
friends and family. People just
"If anything, being diagnosed with
browsing the Web have stopped by
cancer has given me more respect for
this university," Hughes said. "The Glaser, Hughes' boyfri~nd of 10 and left positive comment s on Hughpeople I work with on a daily basis months. "He's so busy and can get es' postings, such as username
'1,ravefacari," who left a short note
have been so understanding."
stressed really easily."
Hughes said that Poisel, his menGlaser, a sophomore social sci- encouraging Hughes' recovery on his
tor and former employer, has shown ences education major, said that their latest post.
"It's really tough right now, but
understanding and support by giving relationship took a very quick, serihim time off for his treatments and ous turn when Hughes was diag- honestly, having cancer is the best
nosed just two weeks after they thing that has ever happened to me,"
when he's feeling sick.
Hughes said. "I no longer take things
"Zach has a very good attitude began dating.
toward all of this," Poisel said. "He's
Hughes created his own Web site, for granted and really do appreciate
coping very well. I'm amazed by the http://web.mac.com/zhughes/cancer everything I have in my life."
Hughes said he couldn't have gotfact that he continues to come to . sucks, during the early stages of his
treatment so friends and family can ten this far without the support of his
work and study."
.
Hughes said he does feel over- easily catch up on what's happening friends and family and especially his
in his life. The site is full of photos of boyfriend, Glaser.
whelmed at times.
"Managing my time between Hughes during his treatment and
"Jacob is the only person I could
class, work, treatment and my social even photos of Hughes and Glaser cry in front of," Hughes said.
As Hughes continues this journey,
life has been really tough," Hughes after they shaved their heads togethhe said he feels much more comfortsaid. "More tough than the actual er.
chemo sometimes."
,
"I think that the fact Zach has cre- able knowing he has so many supHughes finished his chemothera- ated a blog is his way of dealing [with porters behind him.
"That first phone call was a wakepy in late February. He has to under- cancer]. You can see the humor in
go six weeks of radiation before he parts of it, like the pictures and sto- up call," Hughes said. ''You just never
will be considered to be in remission. ries of Zach and Jacob shaving their know if you're going to wake up
healthy one day and go to bed a canHe plans to finish his treatment here heads," Poisel said.
Glaser decided early on to shave cer patient the next."
in Orlando.

In the March 17 article titled
''Where has your money gone?",
a quote from Assistant Vice President ofUCF News and Information Grant Heston had an error in
it. Heston said "They interpret
the statute one way, and we've
interpreted it differently in some
of those statute instances."
The mistake was due to an
editing error.
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When you need help...

•

"1 UCF VictimServices

THE ROY LIKINS SCHOLARSHIP
Scholarships valued up to $2000
wilf be awarded in both undergraduate and
graduate categories by the Florida Section
American Water Works Association.

Options •

Advocacy • Education

Our services include:

ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must have attained 65
college credit hours, have a minimum of 3.0 GPA
based on a 4 .0 system, and must be pursuing a
degree related to the drinking water industry in a
Florida college or university.

• Crisis Intervention
• Emotional Support & Practical Assistance
• Infonnation and Referral

• Education and Training
• Volunteer Opportunities

•

All services__free of charge and confidential.

A UCF victim advocate is avajlable 24/7
After hours, weekends, and holidays please call the
Communications Center at 407-823-5555.

Place your classified online at:

Victim Services now has 2 locations:
Main Office: 407-823-2425,
Monday - Thursday 8 AM - 6 PM, Friday ·s AM - 3 PM
SHC 106: 407-823-6069.
Monday -Thursday 10:30am-6pm, Friday Closed

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

www.victimservices.ucf.edu

l

ADDED VALUE: All applicants receive 1 year free student
membership in The American Water Works Association, tne
definitive authority on drinking water health, science,
engineering and management
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Obama camp: Splitting Michigan delegates is fair
"I do not see how two of
our largest and most signifi- .
cant states can be disenfranWASHINGTON - Barack chised and left out of the
Obama's campaign said process of picking our nomiThursday that evenly splitting . nee without raising serious
Michigan's delegates with questions about the legitimarival Hillary Rodham Clinton cy of that nominee,'' Clinton
would be a fair way to distrib- told reporters, referring to
ute them, now that the Michigan ~d Florida, which
chances of a d~ver primary has a similar problem
are essentially dead
Harold Ickes, who is leadThe Michigan Senate ing the Clinton campaign's
adjourned Thursday without effqrts to secur.e delegates,.
taking up a bill for a June 3 said the campaign would look
repeat primary. While there . at a mail-in option in Michistill is a possibility a last- gan with the failure of the priminute deal can be reached, mary bill.
lawmakers' lack of enthusi'½.ssuming there is not a
asm for a second election paid legislatively required rerun
for by private donors means primary, we would seriously
that's unlikely.
entertain the possibility of a
Sen. Chris Dodd. of Con- party run, mail-in ballot," he
necticut, an Obama supporter said
,
and former presidential canIckes said there had been
didate, promoted the idea of no communication between
splitting the delegates 50-50 in the Obama and Clinton cama statement Thursday.
paigns about how to settle the
"The best outcome is to matter, saying only the Demo•
TONY GUTIERREZ/ ASSOCIATED PRESS
come to an arrangement . cratic National Committee, Democratic hopeful Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, 0-N.Y., campaigns at a rally in Waco, Texas, on Feb. 29. Barack Obama's campaign said Thursday that evenly splitting Michigan's delegates
where the delegates are not the two campaigns, had with rival Hillary Rodham Clinton would be a fair way to distribute them. The Clinton campaign disagreed with the proposal to split delegates, saying it would taint 0bama's nomination.
apportioned fairly between the power to do so.
Senators Obama and Clinton,
Clinton won Michigan's Democratic
candidates
ers to take up the bill for June 3 in January from participating primary, Dodd was also running
so the Michigan delegation primary, but it didn't count removed their names from the
before House member~ leave on and that would include those for the presidential nomination
can participate fully in the toward the presidential nomi-. Michigan ballot · as part of a two-week vacation.
who only voted in the GOP race a,nd'kept his name on the MichiDenver convention," the state- nation because the state vio- their pledge not to participate
Obama chief strategist David because the Democratic contest gan ballot along with Clinton. At
ment said
lated DNC rules by holding in the primary pecause of the
Axelrod raised the Dodd pro- didn't count. ·
the time, his campaign
Obama spokesman Bill the contest before Feb. 5. The rules violation. They were
posal in a conference call with
Democratic leaders in spokesman said pulling names
Burton said Dodd spoke to DNC punished Michigan, unable to.remove their names
reporters as a possible way for Michigan have said DNC rules would be a slight to Michigan
campaign leaders about an strippjng it of all its delegates in Florida.
Michigan delegates to be seated . require them to bar those who voters that could hurt the eveneven split. Burton said they to the convention in Denver
"We are for a resolution that voted in the Republican pri- tual nominee.
Clinton has said her preferagreed it would be an equi- where the nominee will be ence is to seat the delegates
would give Florida and Michi- mary from casting ballots in a
Dodd said in his statement
table way of handling Michi- chosen.
gan representation at the con- do-over primary. But DNC Monday that even though he left
from both states based on the
gan, where Obama's name
vention that was fair and rea..: spokeswoman Stacie Paxton · his name on the ballot, it's clear
Now, with the campaign January results. Clinton has
wasn't even on the ballot in a between Obama and Clinton said a second option would be
sonable," Axelrod said
said Thursday that the party that the results of the Jan. 15 prirenegade Jan.15 primary.
so close, the fate of 156 dele- to hold another vote in the
Axelrod said one of the cam- would have considered waiv- mary should not be used to
The Clinton campaign gates from Michigan and two states, but efforts to do so
paign's concerns about the ing the rule because of Michi- apportion delegates.
immediately rejected the idea another 210 from Florida have proved troublesome.
Michigan proposal was that it gan's unique situation if the
The Democratic National
ofsplitting the delegates. Clin- could help determine who '
Florida has given up on a
wouJd have banned anyone who state requested it.
Committee declined to comton told reporters while cam- wins the nomination. Florida plan for a mail-in vote that
voted in the Republican primary
During Michigan'.s January ment on Dodd's proposal.
paigning in Terre Haute, Ind, was also stripped of its dele- faced unanimous oppositj.on
that . Obama's nomination gates for holding a primary in . from the state's Democratic
could be tainted if he achieves January, which Clinton also congressional delegation. In
it without a second Michigan won.
Michigan, Thursday was the
contest.
Obama and several other last day for Michigan lawmak-

NEDRA PICKLER
Associated Press
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Pro temps 'did nOt get along'
FROM

,.
•

Al

which caused conflict.
"I did ·not get along with
Austin Smith," Johnson said.
Jen
Lipinski,
the
president pro tempore,
declined to comment to the
Future about her decision to
fire the two DPTs.
Lipinski made the decision.and announced it to the
Senate after informing the
former DPTs privately.
The
deputy
pro
tempores are the second in
command to the president
pro tempore, who serves as
second in command to the
speaker of the Senate. They
must attend all standing and
ad hoc committee meetings
of the Senate.
Both senators were
unhappy with Lipinski's

decision but both have different feelings on the matter.
"I don't think it was fair
the way [Lipinski] went
about it," Johnson said.
Smith said he felt that he
was removed from his position so that Lipinski actions
wouldn't seem unfair to the
twoDPTs.
"I understand her position," Smith said, "but obviously I'd prefer to have my
position back."
•
Other senators are in
agreement about the decision.
"It's definitely the pro
temp's right to fire them,"
Sen. Will Lusk said. "The
Senate now isn't getting
along very well, and if it's
benefiting the Senate and
the students as a whole, I

will support it."
Sen. Brendon Rivard also
said he has faith in
Lipinski's decision.
"Her job is to assess if
they're doing what's right,''
Rivard said. 'Tm going to
assume she made the best
decision for her office."
The purpose of the pro
temp's office is to keep a
positive atmosphere in SGA
and Senate and to make
things run smoothly.
The
president
pro
tempore is elected by the
Senate, and the president
pro tempore appoints the
twoDPTs.
Every
senator
was
eligible to apply for the
positions · and had to go
through an application and
interview process to gain
them.
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Keep current with headlines from around the globe
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investigated by the Florida
Department of Law Enforcement.

The Student Conduct
Review Board

Orlando airport gate area shut
down because of rat problem
ORLANDO -An Orlando 1nternational Airport
spokeswoman says authorities expect to reopen a customs checkpoint Friday that
was shut down because of a
rodent problem.
Airport authorities say
they closed the area last
weekend after dead rodents
created such a foul odor that
some
passengers
and
inspectors felt ill.
Airport spokeswoman
Carolyn Fennell says a renovation at another part of the
airport upset rats in the
ground and sent them into
the building.
Exterminators poisoned
the rodents, but some died
hidden in the building.

Central Fla. child porn sweep nets
21 suspects, 100,000 images
LAKELAND - A Central
Florida sheriff's office says a
huge Internet undercover
operation turned up more
than 100,000 child pornography images and resulted in
charges against 21 men.
Polk County sheriff's officials say the four-month
investigation netted photos
of children as young as 1
nionthold
More than 80,000 of the
photos were found at the
home of just one of the suspects.
As of Thursday, 19 of the
21 suspects had been arrested
They included a car salesman, a high school student, a
forklift operator, a hospital
computer tech and three
'P ublix
grocery
chain
employees.
All the suspecfs are being
charged with various counts
of possessing and distributing child pornography.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Tuition may rise for college
students on the 10-year plan
On the 10:..year plan in
college? Well, some members of the Legislature say
you should grow up and get
a job.
Call it the Van Wilder
amendment.
The House Higher Education Committee approved
a measure that will make it a
lot more expensive if you're
just sticking around because
Tuesday-Thursday
class
schedules and frat parties
beat working.
Any student with 150 percent or more of the credit
hours they need to complete
their degree would be
charged 50 percent more in
· tuition for additional credit
hours under an amendment
sponsored by Sen. Lee Constantine.
"If somebody is above 150
hours over what they need
and therefore taking up a
seat, the Van Wilders of theworld, I think it's time for
them to pay a little bit more,"
said Constantine, R-Altamonte Springs, who, incidentally, finished college
pretty quickly, graduating
from the University of Central Florida at 22, and with
honors.
He was referring to
National Lampoon's 2002
movie . Van Wilder, where
the title character loves college so much he's been an
undergraduate for seven
years.
Constantine's
amendment was added to a bill (SB
320) that would allow more
universities to charge a
tuition add-on that currently
is charged by the largest
research universities in the
state.
The l;>ill was approved by
the Senate Higher Education
Committee with a 5-1 vote.
It must be heard in one
more committee before it
can be heard by the full Senate.
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Aboat dock floats lodged against the Ark. State Highway 5 bridge in Calico Rock, Ark.,
Wednesday on the White River. Heavy rains since Monday cau~ed widesprj!ad flooding.

Heavy rains hit Northeast and

Ohio Valley after hitting Midwest

Jobless claims rise by

larger-than-expected amount

COLUMBUS ResiWASHINGTON - The
dents warily watched as number of newly laid off
rivers continued to rise workers filing for unemployThursday from
heavy ment benefits rose last week
· storms that dumped as to the highest level in nearly
much as a foot of rain in the two months, providing more
Midwest and left behind evidence that the weak econmore than a dozen deaths.
omy is having an adverse
While the first day of impact on the labor market.
spring brought much needThe Labor Department
ed sunshine Thursday to said Thursday that applicaOhio and other states, tions for jobless benefits
authorities warned that totaled 378,000 last week.
many rivers would crest That was an increase of
well above flood stage.
22,000 from the previous
. Flooding also was report- week and was a far bigger
ed Wednesday in parts of .,jump than had been expectArkansas, southern Illinois, ed
southern Indiana, Missouri
The four-week average
and Kentucky.
for new claims rose to
On Thursday morning, 365,250, which was the highhigh water closed the east- est level since a flood of
bound lanes of Interstate 70 claims caused by the 2005
- a major east-west high- Gulf Coast hurricanes.
way - for about 4 miles in
The current economic
central Ohio's Licking Coun- slowdown, which many
ty, the State Highway Patrol economists believe has
said. The flooding .was · already turned into a fullreceding by midmorning, blown recession, is starting
but there was no estimate of to show up in the labor marwhen the lanes would ket in terms of higher layoffs
reopen.
and weaker hiring numbers.
Morning commuters tryThe total number of paying to reach downtown roll jobs fell by 63,000 in
Columbus from the south February, an even bigger
were being detoured off decline than the drop of
heavily traveled U.S. 23, 22,000 jobs in January,
because its northbound which had been the first
lanes were flooded at Inter- monthly decline since midstate 270. ·
2003.
Numerous traffic acciPart of the increase in
dents were reported early benefit applications in
Thursday in the Dayton area recent weeks occurred
when water on roadways because of a three-week
froze. The American Red strike at a major parts supCross provided hotel vouch- plier to General Motors
ers for eight people who Corp., which has forced GM
were flooded out of their to close all or part of 28
apartments Wednesday in plants, affecting more than
the Dayton suburb of Ketter- 37,000 hourly workers.
ing.
The number of unemPresident Bush declared a ployed workers who are
major disaster in Missouri on receiving benefits totaled
Wednesday . night
and 2.865 million, the largest
ordered federal aid to supple- amount since late August
ment state and local recovery 2004.
efforts in areas affected by
The Federal Reserve this
flooding.
week cut a key interest rate
Seventy counties and the by a sizable three-quarters of
city of St Louis also are eligi- 1 percent, wrapping up the
ble for federal funding for most aggressive two months
emergency protective meas- of credit easing by the cenures.
tral bank in a quarter century.
Much of Ohio was under a
The Fed has also greatly
flood w ~ Thursday, with expan,ded its loans to cashsome areas cautioned to strapped banks and used a
watch for flash floods. Most of Depression-era process to
southwest Ohio had received supply money to Wall Street
more than 4 inches of rain, investment houses in an
and officials in Butler County effort to keep a serious creddeclared a state ofemergency it squeeze from pushing the
because ofthe rising waters.
country into a deep recession

Group pushes release of 20,000
pages of Clintons phone logs

WASHINGTON
Hillary Rodham Clinton's
early job as health care policymaker gave way during the
remainder ofher years as first
lady to a :more traditional,
restricted role, according to
thousands of pages of calendars outlining her activitjes in
the White House.
While her influence clearly waned after the collapse of
a national health care initiative, Clinton became part of
the public face of her husband's administration, on
issues from foreign policy to
domestic legislation
Among the documents
released Wednesday by the
National Archives: stage
directions during the 1996
pr~sidential campaign for a
bill signing ceremony on legislation to protect workers'
health insurance.
The calendars reflect her
extensive itineraries abroad, a
record she has used in the
presidential campaign to
demonstrate readiness for
office.
But while Clinton engaged
in substantive-meetings with
foreign leaders over the eight
years, the overseas events
are heavy with more traditional appearances by a first
lady.

Accepting Applications The Office of Student Conduct is looking for.
UCF faculty, staff .and students who are
dedicated to educate students on .their rights
and responsibilities as · University community
members by volunteering to serve on the 20082009 Student Conduct Review Board.

•

Qualifications
Any undergraduate or graduate student, faculty
or ·staff member in good standing with· the
University is eligible to apply.

..
Training
Mandatory Conduct Board Training will be held
on Saturday, September 13, -2008 from
_8arn-5pm in the Student Union.

41

How to Apply
Would you like to be a part of the SC Review
Board? You can fill out an online application at
http://www.osc.sdes.uct.edu/

on

All applications are due by 5:00 p.m.
Friday,
March 21 , 2008. If you have any questions,
please feel -free to contact us at ( 407)8234638 or email us st_condu@maU.ucf.edu.
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Asian markets rebound from
lows, end mixed after losses
BANGKOK, Thailand Asian markets ended mixed
Thursday, rebounding from
early lows that came after
another steep loss on Wall
Street and amid persistent
worry over the likely impact
of a U.S. recession.
Hong Kong's Hang Seng
Index fell 3.5 percent at
21,108.20, after dropping as
much as 4.4 percent in
morning trading.
In mainland China, the
recovery was more dramatic: The Shanghai Composite
Index closed 1.1 percent
higher at 3,804.10 after having plunged 6.5' percent in
morning trade to -h it its lowest level since June.
But trading was subdued
without the lead of Asia's
largest bourse in Tokyo due
to a national holiday in
Japan.
,.
Financial markets -w:ere
also closed in India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan and
the Philippines.
Investors continue to
worry about the world's
financial system and the
state of the U.S. economy, a
vital export market for Asian
companies.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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· Victim punched in the eye
FROM

Al

woman was screaming and
Walk or jog with afriend. Avoid jogging after dark. If you must,
told the man to get off of her.
She was able to get him off by
stay in well-lit areas, walk midpoint between curbs and
kicking him in the groin area
buildings and away from alleys and bushes.
The woman then ran away
from the scene and notified
Don't fight back if your purse or wallet is snatched. Turn it over
authorities.
When the officers arrived
to the thief rather than risk personal injury, and call the police
at the scene, the woman had
immediately.
redness and swelling around
her left eye, which the victim
Be careful about when and where you patronize Automatic
identified as an injury that
Teller Machines (ATM).
resulted from the. punch,
according to the incident
report.
Accessing ATM cash in remote locations, particularly after
The incident happened
during Spring Break and it · nightfall, could expose you to risk of robbery and personal
injury.
remains unclear if a crime
alert was sent out via e-mail to
the UCF community.
Avoid working or studying alone in a public-access building at
· Multiple students say they
night.
never got any notification
about the incident.
Phone calls to Cpl. James
- POLICE.UCF.EDU
Roop, the UCF PD spokesman
were not returned by press
time.
and 45 and weighing about
Jim Solomons said
"Generally, we work very
The Sheriff's Office is still 220 pounds. The man is
closely with UCF Police looking for her alleged attack- c;lescribed as being 6 feet tall
Department," Orange County er, who is described as a white with a distinct receding hairSheriff's Office spokersperson male between the ages of 40 line.

•
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The Barbara Ying Center is home to the International Students at UCF. The Florida Auditor General has suggested in his audit that UCF
stop charging International Students an additional $50 fee to report their status as students to the Department of Homeland Security.

BOG has authorized fee
FROM

mended UCF stop charging
the fee until the university
ensured "that such charges are
clearly authorized by law."
Hitt responded to the finding in 2005 saying that the service charge was "assessed pursuant to Section 1009.24(m),
Florida Statutes, and subsequently authorized by the
Board of Governors."
Assistant Vice President of
UCF News and Information
Grant Heston did not immediately have information on
whether the university was considering suspending the fee.
Florida ranks fifth in the
nation for the number of students registered in the SEVIS
program, with 31,605 active
students.
The University of Florida
and the University of South
Florida have charged similar
fees to international students
but stopped at the recommendation of the Auditor General,
Sauerbeck said
''UCF is the only [Florida]
university that I know of that
continues to assess this
charge," Sauerbeck said
Students interviewed in the

Al

Department of Homeland
Security.
The audit criticizes UCF on
two counts: for not explaining
how the $50 fee is connected to
actual administrative costs and
for not referring to a law that
specifically allows for the fee.
The Florida Statutes allow
universities to assess administrative costs for certain services, such as photocopying.
But "it is not apparent how a
charge assessed on a persemester basis could equate to
the actual administrative costs
incurred for each particular
student," wrote Ted Sauerbeck, an audit director at the
Auditor General's office, via email.
"For example, the actual
administrative costs for students A, B and C might be
$58, $38 and $28 for the year,"
Sauerbeck wrote. "If UCF
charged ·s tudents A, B and C
these respective amounts for
the year, this would be OK."
The finding is a repeat from
UCF's last operational audit
two years ago, which recom-

Center for Multilingual Multicultural Studies building said
they were not concerned about
the fee.
"My government pays
everything," said Yazeed
Alharthi, 18, from Saudi Arabia
Alharthi, a first-year student
studying English, plans to stay
in the U.S. until he receives a
master's degree. His government gave him a full scholarship for an American education. he said
Milena Ponte and Vanessa
Ruisanchz, both 19-year-old
students from Venezuela, said
their parents were footing the
bill for college in America
But Ruisanchz said she
knows other. students aren't
as lucky. Students on the Fvisa aren't allowed to get
jobs in the U.S. other than
campus jobs, and Ruisanchz
said she couldn't get even
that, because her English is
not good enough yet.
"A lot of students need
work," Ruisanchz said, "but we
can't work here."
For those students, an extra
$50 per semester could be a
burden. she said

COREY MAYNARD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

According to Emert, a sign has been placed next to the Visual Arts parking lot to warn students about potential tickets they may receive
if they jaywalk on Aquarius Agora Drive or the bus loop that brings Pegasus Landing residents to the back of the Student Union.

Emert: Signs could be-solution
FROM

Al

loop that was used for traffic
around the Student Union and
surrounding buildings.
Sean McPhee, a 21-year-old
digital media major, said he
skateboards across that area of
campus almost every da~
"[The police] shouldn't be
ticketing students without any
notification." McPhee said "I
didn't even know I was doing
something illegal."
. Kelly Timmons, a recent
liberal studies graduate and a
Students for a Democratic

•

Society member, said she Emert said they are working
believes that UCF should find with SGA to create a solution
a better solution than ticketing that both sides are happy with.
students.
Even though there are no solid
"I think that the campus plans yet, Emert suggested
really belongs to the pedestri- that posting signs forbidding
ans, and they should create students to drop off or pick up
alternative ways for students people by car along the street
to get around that area," Tim- would be a good start.
Emert said a sign has been
mons said
Timmons said that creating installed next to the Visual
a better solution to this prob- Arts parking lot.
lem can also foster a better
"Putting up signs would be
relationship between students a good compromise," McPhee
said. "This way, we know
and the UC]: PD.
As for the ticketing situa- · we're doing something wrong
tion on Aquarius Agora Drive, before we get a ticket."

Dr. David R. Lach, DDS, MS, PA
Specialist in Invisible Orthodontics

407 . .359... 1960

www.Lach-Ortho.com

B~ind Apptebees on tt~rsity Blvd

Orlando FL 328T9

( 407)482-5000
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'LEVEL.ONE' FOR BASEBALL IS

Plancher
death a
tragedy

PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Baseball team congregates at home plate to celebrate designated hitter Chris Duffy's, 35, home run in the fourth inning of the Knights' 9-3
win over Wagner on Wednesday. Duffy went 1-for-3 with two runs and two RBIs. His three home runs are tied with Shane Brown for the team lead.

TEAM
WAGNER

UCF

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 X
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

The UCF Baseball team refers to its
non-conference schedule as Level One
of its season. Level One was largely successful for (he Knights (19-1), who
closed out their non-conference slate
with a couple of home wins over Wagner - 5-1 Tuesday and 9-3 Wednesday.
The wins gave UCF its fifth consecutive series sweep and its 11th consecutive win.
The Knights were propelled to victory Wednesday with a facet of the game
that they don't use much: the long ball.
UCF had only 12 home runs coming into
Wednesday's contest, but it hit four
homers that night, including two by
catcher Brandon Romans.
Romans hasn't played much this season with the emergence of catcher
Robert Lara and was just 3-for-18 entering the game. He broke out Wednesday
with three hits, three runs and two RBIs.
"I've been struggling in the beginning of the year, just not seeing the ball
real well," Romans said. "Tonight, [the
ball] was just flying off my bat."
Chris Duffy is another player who

FINAL

TEAM

1
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WAGNER

UCF

WEDNESDAY'S BREAKDOWN
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 2 1 i 1 3 X

has been mired in a slump for most of
the season. He was expected to be the
team's top power hitter with Kiko
Vazquez out of the lineup due to injury.
But other than a two-home run game
against Missouri on Feb. 25, he hadn't hit
a ball out of the park, and he leads the
team with 21 strikeouts.
But Duffy ~mashed a pitch over the
right-field wall in the third inning for a
two-run home run that gave UCF a 3-2
lead.
"It felt good to get one off the sweet
part of the bat," Duffy said. "I've just
been trying to find my groove again, get
my timing right, get my swing right and
swinging at good pitches. That's what
happens when you're struggling."
Wagner ( 4-6) took its first lead of the
series on an RBI groundout by Tom
DiPietro in the top of the first inning.
UCF evened the score in the bottom of
the inning when Tyson Auer hit his second home run of the season.
Designated hitter Jon Lucas doubled
off the 30-foot-high center field wall in
the third inning, which scored catcher
Chris Drechsel from first and gave the
PLEASE SEE

(-USA ON A7

FINAL
3
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C-USA: 0-0

· Overall: 19-1
Streak: 11 in a row

vs.

C-USA: 0,0

Overall: 12-6
Streak: Six in a row

The UCF Football team
held a private memorial
Wednesday for its fallen
comrade, and even the
American flag at Jay
Bergman Field was at halfstaff.
It's a tragedy that affects
the whole university, and
it's no surprise why.
Ereck Plancher's quick
and sudden death brings
the reality of our desires
right to our doorstep.
We watch football the
entire weekend during the
fall, and the Super Bowl is
the most-watched television event in the country.
We scream for our team
to rip the opponents' head
off; we laud them for going
in for the kill.
But we never stop to
realize just what a tenuous
grasp on life we all have.
We ignore that those
verbs - which don't really
even seem innocuous at all
- fly in the face of the
respect we need to have for
the sport in which athletes
go out to hurt one another.
In the most violent
game in America - one
that has seen more than its
share of young men taken from us - we are excited
by, and root for, the big hit.
It's why we can understand and appreciate the
injury to Kevin Everett but
are so baffled when players
die on the practice field,
although the latter happens
more often than the former.
. Most of the community
here at UCF will respond
with immediate remorse at
the loss of this young life.
But to many of us,
Plancher was faceless
before his death.
His death puts him on
our radar, and almost deifies him despite not knowing anything about him. ·
That's not an indictment
of athletics, nor is it trying
to reduce the impact of his
death.
By all accounts, Plancher was more than a fantastic athlete; he was a bright
kid, a boy with a future and
work ethic to envy.
But Ereck, like too many
before him, never got the
chance to put a face to a
name; to put depth to a jersey, at least to the larger
UCF community.
As a redshirt freshman, ·
he never got be more than
a number to most of us; he
was never given that
chance.
He was one of the mostPLEASE SEE

ONLY ON A7

UCF.wins with.explosive fifth
MELISSA HEYBOER
Editor-in-Chief

/
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UCF shortstop Tiffany Lane was 1-for-3 in the Knights' 9-1
win over Jacksonville on Wednesday. Lane also scored 1 run.

The UCF Softball team continued
its dominate streak Wednesday,
combining for nine runs in the
fourth and fifth inning to defeat the
Jacksonville Dolphins 9-1 at the UCF
Softball Complex.
The win gave the Knights five
victories in their past six games.
UCF's Allison Kime led the
Knights, once again, on the mound.
Kime allowed just one run on four
hits, and struck out 10 through five
innings of work for her 11th win of
the year.
.
Despite a rather one-sided victory, it ~as the Dolphins who struck
first in the top if the first inning.
Jacksonville's Patricia Melo led off
the inning with a triple down the

right-field line and scored immediately on a wild pitch from Kime.
Kime would, however, strike out
two of the next three Dolphin batters to retire the side with only a
one-run deficit.
Jacksonville pitcher Shannon
Jensen held the Knights scoreless
through three, until a two-run fourth
inning allowed them to take the lead.
Breanne Javier led off the inning
with a walk and advanced to second
on a Hillary Barrow sacrifice bunt.
The next batter, Lexi Gresham,
earned the second walk of the
inning, putting runners on first and
second with one out.
Kime singled up the middle on
the next at bat, but Javier would be
thrown out at home for the second
out of the inning.
Gresham, however, would score

on the next play after Cat Snapp
ripped a single up the middle
advancing Kime .to second and
allowing Gresham to reach home on
a throwing error from the Dolphins.
Kime would record the second
and final run of the inning for the
Knights on another throwing error
from Jacksonville.
With a 2-1 lead, the Knights carried their momentum from the
fourth inning into the fifth, scoring
seven more runs to take a demand- ·
ing 9-1 lead.
The Knights (21-14 overall, 3-3 .fu
Conference USA) totaled five hits in
the innings including two doubles
from Kime and Abby McClain that
helped seal the win for UCF. Each of
the first six batters in the Knights'
PLEASE SEE
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Kime succeeds
at plate, mound

•
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lineup scored at least one
tun.
''We had a lot of success
with the top of our lineup
throughout the season,"
UCF coach Renee LuersGillispie said in a press
release. "But this was a
game where our entire lineup produced key hits. Even
though we started off slow
and gave up an early run,
Cat (Snapp) came through
with a big hit and gave us a
spark in the fifth inning."
Kime and McClain led
the Knights at the plate,
each going 2-for-3. Kime
also picked up two RBIs
and two runs scored in the
win.
Due to the eight-run
rule, the game was stopped

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

after the fifth inning.
Wednesday's game was the
seventh in UCF Softball history to be timed at less that
one hour and 10 minutes,
and the ·sixth shortest in
school history. It lasted just
68minutes
The Knights were scheduJ.ed to play Iowa Thursday
at the UCF Softball Complex, but results weren't
available at press time.
UCF will host a threegame C-USA series against
the Tulsa Golden Hurricane
starting today.
The Knights will play
two games Friday, with the
first starting at 3 p.m., and
the second at 5 p.m.
Tulsa currently sits at
second in conference standings with a 5-1 conference
record, 17-11 overall.

•

•
•
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UCF's Morgan Bullard came in as a pinch runner and scored a run in the Knights' 7-run
fifth inning in the 9-1 win over Jacksonville on We,dnesday.

,

•

Only stories left
behind for fans
FROM
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•
•
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ly faceless 82 that patrol
the field.
It is the nature of football, with helmets shielding the personalities
beneath them.
Kevin Smith, as we all
know, was hilarious, but
only once the helmet came
off.
Plancher was never
given that opportunity.
He never got a chance
to make his mark or show
his true colors to tl,.e
majority of us.
Those who were ·not
fortunate to be family or
friends of Plancher will be
forever,left wondering
about the player that could
have been.
His tragic death transformed him into something

greater than himself.
So although he won't
play a single down for
UCF, he will still define the
Knights as they try to find
a way to move forward .
And the transition was
as quick as it was unexpected.
It took a little more than
an hour for Plancher to be
transformed from just
another face in the crowd
to the face of the football
team.
And while that's fine
and probably appropriate,
it's also another part of the
tragedy.
.
We never got to really
learn his full story
We are relegated to stories from friends and family about him instead of
finding out about it from
himself.

•

PLANCHER'S FUNERAL SERVICES
WHERE
Lely High School, Naples
WHEN
March 29 at 10 a.m.

•
•
•
•

MEMORIAL FUND
Donations can be sent to:
Ken Fairbanks at Lely High School
1 Lely High School Blvd.
Naples, FL, 34113

A7

C-USA.awaits UCF
FROM
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lead back to the Seahawks. Wagner
threatened to score a lot of runs, but
put up just one run after the third
inning. They left 13 runners 9n base.
Meanwhile, UCF's hitters scored in
each of the final six innings.
Matt Goodyear won his first collegiate start, defeating Wagner's top
pitcher, Joe Testa. Goodyear allowed
one earned run, three hits and three
walks in four innings of work. Brian
Griggs was solid in relief with six
strikeouts over three innings.
Another Knight earned his first collegiate win the night before. Caleb Graham pitched five scoreless innings during Tuesday's victory, allowing three
hits and striking out five.
Graham has gotten better with each
start since his UCF debut, when he
allowed five earned runs in 2.1 innings
to Jacksonville on March 5 during the
Knights'·lone loss of the season.
"There was a little transition period," Graham said. "There were some
questions coming back from my first
start. Me and [pitching coach Craig
Cozart] got together after that-and have
been working hard in the bullpen and
in all of the training during the week,
and it's been working out pretty good."
Graham had a pretty tough act to
follow after Mitch Houck and Austin
Hudson combined for UCF's first nohitter since 1973 in a 6-0 triumph Monday.
"I talked to Mitch after his ·start
[Monday], and I told him I was going to
try to one-up him." Graham said. "He
said, 'Good luck with that.' "
Graham's no-hit bid ended in the
second inning when Kevin McDonnell
singled to left, drawing a small smile
from Graham.
Tuesday's game was overshadowed
by the death of UCF Football player
Ereck Plancher, who collapsed after a
team workout earlier that day. Graham
and Bergman said that Plancher's
death made it hard for the team to
focus for a game just hours after hearing the news.
''We're all part of the same family,"
Bergman said. "I think it was difficult.
You could sense there wasn't that normal bounce in the dugout. You could
sense that everybody had feelings with
what was going on."
The Knights took to the field with
heavy hearts and saw their offense get
going right away. With one out,
Dwayne Bailey singled to left field and
moved to single on a balk from Wagner starting pitcher Kyle Morrison. One
.... batter later, Shane Brown singled
through the right side of the infield to
score Bailey and drive his team-leading
RBI total up to 30.
The Seahawks hung tough with the
Knights late into the game, trailing just
3:-1. But with two outs in the eighth
inning, Eric Kallstrom lined a two-run
single to center field to realistically
ensure the victory.
''We probably didn't hit the ball as
well in these series, but at the same
time, I thought we got all the· timely
hits that we needed," Bergman said.
"That's a good sign.''
Before the season, Bergman said he
scheduled 18 of his team's first 20
games at home because he wanted to
build its confidence. Now as the
Knights start Conference USA play
tonight versus Southern Miss, the
Knights' confidence must be sky high_
The Knights won every one of those
home games. They are riding a 12-game
winning streak.
Their hitters have recorded at least
10 hits in 16 games this season while
their pitchers have limite4 their past
four opponents to five total runs.

RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF pitcher Matt Goodyear, making his first start of his career Wednesday, went 4 innings and allowed just 3 hits and
1 earned run. Goodyear has pitched 7 innings this season and has allowed 1 earned run and struck out 8.

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
WE'RE STREAKING!
The Knights enter their contest against Southern
Miss tonight with a 1t-game winning streak. It's
their longest such streak since 2004 when they also
won 11 in a row.

THEY'RE STRIKING oun
UCF pitchers struck out 14 Seahawks on Wednesday,
making it the eighth time in the past nine games in
which the Knights have posted double-digit
strikeout totals.

WFRE SWEEPING!
With their victory Wednesday over Wagner, the
Knights recorded their fifth straight series sweep. It
was the first time that the Knights had accomplished·
that feat since 1995,when UCF set a program record
with 29 consecutive wins.

FLYING HIGH
The Golden Eagles have won six straight games, and
lately they have been led at the plate by Corey
Stevens.The junior is 10-for-15 in the past five
games.The Eagles are coming off a 7-5 victory over
Louisiana-Monroe on Thursday.

"We've accomplished what we
wanted to accomplish in the first 20
games," Cozart said. ''We've been able
to get our pieces in places and see who
can do what for us. Now we'i:e prepped
and ready to roll into· the conference
season."
But the Golden Eagles (12-6) will be
a great measuring stick for the Knights,
who haven't played this good of a team
since Missouri.
·
The Golden Eagles have won six
consecutive games and have been tested by some quality teams like Cal State
Fullerton, Mississippi and LouisianaMonroe.
Tonight's game will only be UCF's
third contest away from Jay Bergman
field this season. They are 1-1in that situation, with the loss to Jacksonville and

a hard-fought 7-3 win over Stetson on
March 12.
But with trips to Houston, Marshall,
Tulane and South Florida upcoming,
the Knights need to know what it's like
to not always be cheered on by the
home crowd.
"It's going to be different," Duffy
said about playing in front of opposing
fans. "It's going to be like the Rowdy
Knights turned on us. We've just got to
handle it. That's part of the grind."
The Knights and Golden Eagles will
play their first conference game of the
season tonight as part of a three-game
series in Hattiesburg, Miss.
Tonight's game will begin at 7:30.
Saturday's game will begin at 4 p.m.,
with Sunday's game scheduled to start
at2p.m.
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South bx Southwest fest shows trends
Staff Writer

THE BEST OF SXSW'0S

1. The Promotion (tentatively opens on June 6) - John
This year at the South by Southwest
C. Reilly and Seann William Scott are competitive
Film Festival in Austin, Texas, a- guiding
• grocers; the result is pretty much what happens when
notion of years past became even more
you take Employee ofthe Month and give it to people
apparent: If a film concerned marijuana,
who
actually know how to be very, very funny with
music or the war in Iraq, there was a
material that's more cha~acter-driven than gag-driven.
good chance that it would be programmed there.
2. Forgetting Sarah Marshall (opens on April 18)-The
And sure enough, they had several
Apatow gang reunites, as·Jason Segel finds himself
features and documentaries about the
unable to avoid TV starlet and fresh ex-girtfriend
devil's lettuce - Humboldt County, in
Kristen Bell; like The 40-Year-Old Virgin, Knocked Up and
Superbad, it manages to smuggle in a fair amount of
which a dazed med student finds himheart between lots of raunchy laughs.
self shacking up with pot farmers; Super
High Me, in which comedian Doug Ben3. Dance ofthe Dead- (opens on Oct. 20) Zombies at
son goes a month without weed and
prom. You're either sold on this already or not, and if so,
then a month with it; The Wackness, in
first-time writer Joe Ballarini and second-time director
which a high school drug dealer decides
Gregg Bishop have together fashioned a low-budget
to make more of his life post-graduation
horror-comedy with tongue firmly in cheek that makes
(opens this July); and Harold & Kumar
the most of its seemingly skimpy premise.
Escape from Guantanamo Bay (opening
4. Assassination ofa High School President (tentatively
here on April 25), in which the best buds
opens this August) - Call it BrickJr., call it Chinatown
find themselves on the run from the feds
High, but either way, this noir-tinged comedy set in the
when their high-tech bong gets them
halls of a New Jersey Catholic high school confidently
mistaken for terrorists, ·
worms
its way around cliques and cliches alike, thanks
Then there were the music movies,
in no small part to the lead performance of Reece
ranging from comprehensive behind-Thompson as our sophomore
the-scenes docs about Gorillaz (entitled,
protagonist/journalist/gumshoe.
of course, Banana.,z) to intimate concert
films'° (Lou Reed's Berlin and the Rolling
5. Dreams with Sharp Teeth - (opens in May)
Stones' Shine a Light, which opens here
Regardless of your familiarity with the works of prolific
and influential sci-fi author Harlan Ellison, it's hard to
on April 4) to docs about bands sucdeny that the man has personality to spare, as this doc
ceeding against all odds (Heavy Load is
showcases the man through his own anecdotes and
about a British punk rock group with
no-gruff attitude.
developmentally disabled members;
Young@Heart is abouf a Massacb: setts
6. Mongol (tentatively opens this June) - One of the
elderly choir that covers newer punk
five nominees this year for Best Foreign Language Film,
and pop hits.)
this old-fashioned, meat-and-potatoes epic about the
Along the same lines were the
rise of Genghis Khan is arguably a stronger display of
expected "(Blanks) Are People Too"
filmmaking talent than the winner, The Counterfeiters,
was.
documentaries, such as Not Your Typical Bigfoot Movie (about rural Bigfoot
7. Shine aLight (opens on April 4) - Martin Scorsese
researchers), Second Skin (about World
directs the Rolling Stones in concert during their 2006
of Warcraft players) and Dreams with
"A Bigger Bang"tour. Need Isay more?
Sharp Teeth (about prolific author Harlan Ellison).
8. 'Bama Girl- (opening date to be announced) A
Admittedly, I saw only one of the
young black woman finds herself going up against the
half.:dozen Iraq~related flicks showodds when she runs for Homecoming Queen at the
cased, which was director Kimberly
University of Alabama, where the latent racism of a
Peirce's Stop-Loss, for which the Future
secret society known as 'Toe Machine" has kept
minorities from positions of power for years.
will have a full review when it opens
next Friday.
9. Super High Me - (opens on April 20- ha!)
Other prominent premieres included
Inspired by Morgan Spurlock's documentary, Super Size
the mediocre 21 (opens next Friday), the
Me, comedian and marijuana advocate Doug Benson
charming Assassination ofa High School
opts to go an entire month without weed - and then
President (opens this August), the
an entire month with - in order to determine if there
warped Choke (also August), the very
are actually any effects of smoking pot on his health.
funny Forgetting Sarah Marshall (opening on April 18), the even funnier The
10. Goliath- (openi11g date to be announced) The
ever-eccentric Zellner brothers tell the deadpan tale of
Promotion (opening this June), the epic
a man who finds himself pushed to the breaking point
Mongol (again, June), and the decent
once his beloved cat goes missing.
Run Fatboy Run (next Friday).
Among the best and worst of the fest
were two of the midnight movies, which
- surprisingly enough - had one gory or just a romp about a family going
young star in common. On one end of , to town on their daughter's kidnapper
the spectrum, w~ have the giddy, goofy before the autjlorities have a chance to
ahd gory Dance ofthe Dead, which basi- bungle matters up, it was. a striking dip
cally has the wallflowers saving the day in the otherwise solid quality of this
once the dead rise on tbe night of prom year's SXSW lineup.
Now, if only it had some weed or war
and proceed to have The Breakfast Club
for dinner.
in it ...
On the other end, we have the
wildly tone-deaf Otis, which had
already been scheduled for a DVD
release this June through Warner
Brothers' consistently crappy horror arm, :Raw Feed. Whether it's
actqally a paltry post-Sept. 11 alle-
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Bank vault bar has all that jazz
CHRISTINE MULLEN

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

among ~e busy signs illuminating the night streets,
distracting those who don't
Below the chaotic streets spot the stairs.
of downtown Orlando is a
Down the stairs, past a
secret of the city's past and · vibrant abstract wall mural
present.
that fades into a wine cellar on
Tanqueray's, on the corner top ofthe brick wall, is the oldof Pine Street and Orange fashioned oak bar embellished
Avenue, has a colorful history. with flashing Christmas lights.
Officially opened as a bar in The smoke-filled bar pre1989, it has yet to change its served its saloon feel by stopname or image.
ping food service to make sure
This quaint jazz bar was that guests would still be able
originally the vault of the bank to enjoy their cigarettes.
that rests above it. At the time,
In addition to the captivatthe underground space was so ing mural of jazz musicians in
elusive that it was one of the the back of the divided room,
popular hiding spots for alco- an intimate stage looks out on
hol during the Prohibition, the floor crammed with
said one of the the current wooden tables and chairs.
owners, Melinda Westmeyer.
If the laid-back bar gets too
Westmeyer has owned the noisy to hear your friends over
bar for more than seven years the phone, step into the oldwith Dan Charles. Westmey- school red phonebooth and
ers began working at the bar drown out the spirited tnusic a
when it opened in 1989.
little.
The bar is easy to miss
Just to the side of the bar is
Staff Writer

For reviews of this weekend's movies.
Go to www.CentraJFforidaFuture.com

MOVIETIMES
Drillbit Taylor
(PG-13) 12:lOp, 1:10, 2:35, 4:10, 5:00, 7:30, 8:15,
10:00, 10:40, 12:25a
(PG-13) 12:40p, 2:50, 5:05, 7:10, 9:50, 12:0Sa
(PG-13) 12:00p, 12:50,2:20, 3:40,4:40, 7:20,8:05,
9:40, 10:30, 12:1oa, 12:5~

Doomsday
(R) 12:45p, 4:20, 7:50, 10:10, 12:45a

Dr.Suess'Horton Hears aWho!
(G) 11:55a, 1:00p, 1:20, 2:25, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 6:45,
7:15, 9:35, 10:10, 11:45, 12:15a
Digit!! Projection Showtimes: 12:25p, 2:5S, 5:00,
7:45, 10:50

Never Bade Down
(PG-13) 12:50p, 3:55, 7:00, 10:0S, 12:3Qa

•

10,0008.C.
(PG-13) 1:10p, 4:05, 6:50, 7:25, 9:5S, 10:5S,-12:2oa

TheBankJob
(R) 1:05p, 4:15, 7:05, 10:45

College Road Trip

•

(G) 12:0Sp, 2:30, 4:25, 6:55, 9:45, 11:55

The Other Boleyn Girl
(PG· 13) 12:55p, 3:50, 7:35, 10:35

Semi-Pro
(R) 2:45p, 4:55, 8:00, 10:30, 12:35a

'

•

Open Captioned Showtimes: 12:35p

Vantage Point
(PG-13) 12:05p, 2:20, 5:10, 8:05, 10:25, 12:50a

Jumper
(PG-13) 1:15p, 4:35, 7:55, 10:50

Maldeamores
(R) 12:20p, 2:40, 4:50, 7:40, 10:20, 12:30a

The Spiderwick Chronides
(PG) 12:15p

•

Fool's Gold
(PG-13) 3:20p, 7:00, 9:50
- Listings for Friday, March 21

•
•

FRIDAY MARCH 21'
Kick offthis weekend by watching a new
game show that challenges people's
memories for money. There are sure to be
laughs as comedian host Dennis Miller asks
contestants questions about their own l(ves.
How hard can it be to answer questions about
your own life?Watch to find out!

SATURDAYMARCH 22
9 p.m. CW Cheaters
Ifyou enjoy seeing people getting caught and
then getting into scuffling matches, then this
show has enough ofthat for you.
Investigators follow people who are
suspected ofcheating and gather video
evidence oftheir unfaithful activities for their
suspidous spouses. After reviewing the
videos, the spouses have the option to go
confront their cheating partners.The results
can be funny or heartbreaking, but it's no
doubt entertaining!

8 p.m. ABC ExtmneMakeover: Home Edition

f

Grab your tissues because the heartfelt and
tear-jerking moments are to come. The home
ofa Mobile, Ala., family is made over after
having endured damage from HulTicane
Katrina. Inspired by their son with Down
, syndrome, this deserving family helps adults
who are disabled or who have special needs.
Whether you are relaxing after Easter dinner
or just enjoying your last night ofthe
weekend, this is a great episode to catch with
your family.
nang ~ tars
With celebrities from Penn Jillette to R&B
singer Mario, this show is back with its second
week ofseason six. The night before a firstever double elimination, all 12 celebrities will
be performing their second dance routines
with their paftners. The couples will be battling
it out on the hall room dance floor to survive
until next week.

8 p.m.

••
•
•

•

and Race Book
PATRICIA WEIGEL
Staff Writer

I have been a fingernail.:.
biter since before I can
remember.
I probably began biting my
nails the moment my baby
teeth started coming in. Luckily, my terrible nail-biting
habit does not include my
toes - and in case you are
not sure if you read that right,
some people do bite their
toes, unfortunately: I have
witnessed it.
Even though my nails
rarely reach past the edges of
my fmgertips, I still delight in
one of the most girlish and
feminine pastimes: painting
my nails. Yes, I may chip the
nail polish off my fmgers by
the end of the night, but! am
still able to enjoy the shiny
color across my toes for days.
Recently, the trend in nail
color has been darker hues
such as Chanel's ''Blue Satin"
or O.P.l's "Llncoln Park After
Dark" When these dark nail
colors began appearing on
the fashion scene, I was not
sure I could pull them off.
The more I saw students
around campus wearing
these bold colors that
demanded to be taken seriously, I re~d that maybe I
had the courage to do it also.
Let me just say, since I chan-

neled that inner-gothic style,
my nails have never been the
same, and I mean that in the
best possible way.
,
With spring in the air, it
seems that those darker colors are beginning to take a
backseat to the paler polishes
that many women around
campus are sporting on their
fingers and toes.
Elyse Autrey, a 19-year-old
health sciences pre-clinical
major, had a fresh French
pedicure when I met her in
the campus bookstore.
"On my toes, I stick to the
French," she said "On my fmgers, I usually stick to clear or
a soft pink."
Although she said she has
tried to wear darker colors,
Autrey said, "I looked pale. It
is better when you are tan."
On the contrary, 21-yearold advertising and public
relations major Angeleah
Saunders said she tends to
stick to the darker colors.
"I recently bought a really
dark purple [polish], but it is
almost black," Saunders said
While she said she feels
comfortable wearing dark
colors on her nails, Saunders
traded her standard polish in
for some lighter hues in order
to channel her inner spring
breaker.
"I just went on a cruise,
and darker colors weren't too

CJTHETUBE
8 p.m. NBCAmnesia

•

ASHLEY KOEHLER / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The dielltele drink at Tanqueray's, downtown Orlando's only underground bar. The building
Tanqueray's inhabits used to be a bank vault and during Prohibition, was used to store liquor.

Quick Flix

Tyler Peny's Meet the Browns

•

from the past with acid jazz
from Shale Nasti. Friday and
Saturday nights are always different with a mix of alternative rock, classic rock and '80sstyle groups.
The bar's feature night is
Sunday's Blow night, allowing
musicians to be heard, normally with a jazz, hip-hop or
Latin influence on this open
mic night. The cover is $3 on
Sundays, but this is the only
night that there's a cover fee.
On Mondays and Tuesdays, patrons can enjoy tunes
from bands such as the Doors,
Elton John and Steppenwolf
courtesy of the vintage jukebox just below one of the several televisions around the
watering hole. The bar also
has two video games in the
corners.
Happy hour takes place
Monday through Friday from
4 p.m. to 7 p.m. and features $1
off all drinks.

ONLINE COVERAGE(i}

Shutter

.

a cozy hideaway for a small
gathering furnished with a red
wraparound leather booth
surrounding a large table that
is accompanied by a smaller
table and chairs.
Hanging above the seating
area is a picture from 1884
depicting the exact location
with townspeople surrounding a man sitting atop an
imprisoned alligator. The picture illustrates the popularity
of the hot spot dating back to
the early development of
Orlando.
Numerous types of groups
perform at the homey joint
Wednesday through Sunday,
kicking off with the Savi Fernandez Band. The lead singer
and guitarist described the
band's
sound
as
reggae/rock/blues that draws
a diverse crowd from college
students to business executives.
Thursday nights. are a blast

8 p.m. FOX American /dol

After Amanda Ovemiyer's elimination.
Wednesclay, they arq down to the top 10
finalists.'Eachofthe 10 singers will perform
live in hopes that America will vote them into
the top nine. Check out their performances to
see who astounds the audience and who
cracks under the pressure.
-,- COMPILED BY SHAHDAI RICHARDSON

Odd Couple captivates
AMANDA K. SHAPIRO

Gnarls Barkley

Staff Writer

Album: Odd Couple

****·

In 2006, Gnarls Barkley
released an album that put
Label: Atlantic
pressure on a lot of musicians
Available Now
to step up their games.
The release went platinum White Album to create The
and became verifiable proof ·Grey Albwn.
that complex melodies and
Though the two men can
compelling stories no longer · stand fme on their own, their
had to be strangers to each collaborative efforts with
other. Instead, they could be Gnarls Barkley have cemented
molded and combined to pro- their names as powerhouse
duce music that captivated lis- innovators.
teners and could transition
The Odd Couple showcases
well into the mainstream the blending of two diverse
while maintaining qualities talents and couldn't be named
that would sustain the band's more appropriately.
reputation far past the cycle of
Cee-Lo's voice transmits
a radio playlist.
high energy as he recites his
For a briefwhile, the elusive dark vocals over a variety of
duo attempted to remain melodies. The album opens
unnoticed when their first with the sound ofthe same film
album, St Elsewhere, debuted. reel that opened St Elsewhere.
Now, Gnarls Barkley members Most of the music has a retro
Cee-Lo Green and Danger feel, reviving soul and funk ele. Mouse can't keep themselves ments only to impress audiout of the media spotlight. ences with twisted variations of
Their new release, The Odd classic rhythm sections.
Couple, leaked onto the InterHighlights on The Odd
net before its recent release but Couple include
"Who's
has already drawn a large pos- Gonna Save My Soul" and
itive response. It seems the "Neighbors." Most of the
Atlanta and New York natives tracks are mellow and free
have done it again.
flowing. Each track features
Part of the buzz may stem samples and tempo changes.
from their previous projects Even with the several·compoand the fusion of various ele- nents that make up each song,
ments in their new work, Cee- the album manages to not feel
Lo got his start in the early '90s overproduced.
with Goodie Mob before leavThere are currently no
ing the group to pursue ,his Gnarls Barkley tour dates listsolo career. Meanwhile, Dan- ed on Ticketmaster's Web
ger Mouse worked as a pre>- site. For more information on
ducer on his own solo materi- the
band,
check
out
al and with artists such as www.gnarlsbarkley.com.
Gorillaz. . The producer
amassed quite a crowd when
Send questions, comments
he mixed Jay Z's The Black andalbwnsuggestionstoAmanAlbwn with The Beatles' The daKShapiro@gmai
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SATURDAY - MARCH 29TH
Specials - Noon to 3:00 p.m.
Meet Jai-Alal Players & 0 Rlng of Honor"
Wrestlers. Free Prize With Purchase of·
An Autographed Photo. Wrestlers Will
Try To aHlt The Wall° From 2:00 to 3:00

*

PATRICIA WEIGEL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Elyse Autrey, a health sciences pre-dinical

major, shows off her French pedicure.

tropical," Saunders said
Whether they are dark and
daring or light and lively, the
nail polish trends are all up to
the discretion of the fashionista When it comes to choosing the right nail color, it is all
about what tickles your toes.
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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Help Wanted: Part-Time
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$8
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

r:r.ffl FOR RENT:

C '

~Homes

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0 .
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Order Takers - Major telecomm
company is now hiring ·competitve
individuals. Full training and
advancement opportunities available.
Earn $400-800 a week. Call Laurie
today (702) 671-0042

Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700
www.workforstudents.com

Kennel position open. Please call or
fax resume 407-645-1970 or
407-645-0834 (f) or come into office to
fill out application.
Staff Accountant: Accounting graduate
finishing 5th year on public track for
downtown Orlando CPA firm.
Send resume to albert@mixnerco.com.
CAMP COUNSELORS
Nee.d ed for great overnight camps in
the Pocono Mtns. of PA. Teach/assist
with athletics, swimming, A&C, drama,
yoga, archery, gymnastics,
scrapbooking, ropes course, nature,
and much more. Apply online at
www.pineforestcamp.com
Laboratory Associate needed for a
. biotech research company in UCF
Research Park.
Responsibilities: lab cleaning,
maintaining lab supplies, solution and
buffer prep, maintain equipment, aid in
research
Requirements: have or working on a
degree in life sciences, minimum of 2
general life science labs
Contact: Jessica Bates
jobs@vaxdesign.com
Need Servers. Experience. required.
Apply within Goodfella's in the Publix
Plaza on Alafaya & 50. Reliable
delivery drivers also needed.
Exp. telemarketing prof. 2-3 yrs sales
exp. No cold calls. Full- time pay with
Part-time hrs. 10AM-4:30PM Mon- Fri.
(no weekends, no holidays). Up to
$20.00/hr plus bonuses. Daily &
weekly spiffsl 407-678-7750 x 26 or
email resume recruiter@usadirmkt.com
Oviedo area youth program seeking
experienced Gymnastics Team
Coaches. Call 407-365-8021
Gold Medal Athletics

work Part Time With
The Orlando Ma(!ie!

Prr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net'** email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net
Seeking an Elementary Education
Major. Must love working with children,
very energetic, with a positive
outlook. Gymnastics experience is a
plus. Please call Chelle/Christin at
407657-8774.WANTED: Camp Counselors
Timber Ridge Camp is a
Co-ed
overnight camp seeking, fun energetic
staff. to worl< with'
children for the
summer. Top salary and travel
allowance. 800-258-2267
www.trcamps.com
Email: Trcamps@aol.com

Summer Jobs
-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included
Get Paid to Playl
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is
an overnight camp located off of
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-455-4267

MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Pickup/SUV a + but not.
required for deliveries & 11alid drivers
license/proof of insurance.
Call 407-701-1245 ·

Horse ranch needs PT barn help - A.M.
Must be an animal lover, dependable,
honest. Clean, close to UCF. Must be
available through summer! If you love
horses, call (407) 366-4834.

Available August 1st
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest
$975/mo
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
Call Heather 407-937-2900
or 402-208-7577

Prr accounting intern/admin needed
immediately for CPA'Firm.
$8.50 p/h, 15-30 h/wk. Email
susanhoskins@hbcpaonline.com

New Large 3BR/2.5/1 TownHome,
Gated, with W/D, Located near 417 &
434. End unit backs to cons.e rvation for
pricacy.$1200, 407-221-3789.

Big Brain Work! Computer Science,
Math, & Engineering Majors Wanted.
PT/FT. Applied Research Associates.
Please email cfdjobs@ara.com

The Central Florida Future is hiring
Distribution Drivers! $1 0+ per hour.
Morning shifts avail. Please call Ryan
at 407-447-4555 or email
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com
SALES/OFFICE ASSISTANT
NEEDED FOR SUMMERI
Assistant to Advertising Director as
well as office management duties!
Previous office experience preferred.
Per!ect for hard working and
responsible student looking to gain
experience!
$8/hr. plus bonus potential
Email resume and availabilty to
trishai@knightnewspapers.com

----_.:..-Knight Newspapers--------

Now Hiring

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Mornings

Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes & townhomes
3, 4 & 5 bdrm $1 ,215 & up. Yard incl.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com
Now Hiring FT Cook, food certification
a plus and.FT Teacher, CDA a plus.
High quality center with good benefits
in Lake Mary area. Call 407-829-6688
www.legacyacademy.com

EARN $2300 per Month
Work 15 Hours per Week
Call Now Free 3 minute recorded
message
888 558-1437
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

200
Room for Rent. $300.00 per month.
Located by Econ and University Blvd.
Male or Female welcome. Family Environment. Call Ester at 407-830-8584.

Starting at $650/mo- Twnhmes 1 mi to
UCF All appl. incl W/D, lots of
upgradf;!s, avail now..Call Jim Payne at
Coldwell Banker 407-592-3801
2BR/2BA condo on University and
Semoran in Winter Park. Brand new
appl. 10 min to UCF. $850/mo. + sec.
Water incl. No Pets. Call 407-657-5451
Spacious 4/3; All Tiled Floors: Large
Yard : Very Close to UCF; 1600/month,
inc.lawn service; (904) 471-8865
UCF AREA HOUSE
Huge Stunning 4/2
Available 05/5/08 $1500/month
Call Nick Phlllips@ 407-810-7622

ALTAMONTE!
Close to UCF, Downtown, and easy 14 access. Pets and Couples
OK. Call James at 321-695-3756.
(1

, 5:30 - 7:30 am
Truck or SUV required
$10+ an Hour
or call 407-447-4555

PT Retail Rep Positions available at
The Florida Mall & Amway Arena
Days • Nights • Weekends
20-30 hrs/week· $8/hr

(. •

1 B/1 B Condo in UPTOWN

E-mail RyanM@knightnewspapers.com

~

{

Seminole
Chronicle

(

Beautiful 2/2.5 Townhouse w/
garage In The Villas at Waterford
Lakes! $1200/mo + util.
Unfurnished, W/D included, Just
minutes to UCFI (954)270-8674
Rent w/ opt. to buy.

CONDO FOR RENT 1BED/1BATH,WASHER & DRYER, POOLS,
.
RAQUETBALL COURT & GYM $750 A
MONTH (786)355-5615 urbaezeloy@gmail.com

UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2
students! osb32816@bellsouth.net
Alafaya Club Apt. avail immediately
Sublease bedrom B w/bath.
Regular $580/mo, discount $480/mo.
Call me at 305-606-8222

Email your resume to: employment@orlandomagic.com~EOE

•'
tl

Renter (male or female)

If you are a DYNAMIC,

MOTIVATED individual

.,.\\arnott
VACATION CLUB.
G tl:\;'-JJ) FVI ST,\

Dillards
The Style of Your Life.

searching for a career
with a company that
will provide you the
OPPORTUNITY to work in
a t;:asual and FRIENDLY
environment.••We have the
job for you!!

12-We~k Summer
Internship Program

D~llard's ~ looking for career minded, energetic, fashion
consaous Jumors and Seniors. Our Summer Internship Program
gives you full exposure to all phases of the retail environment
. with one of the nation's largest fashion apparel retailers.

For consideration, please forward resume by mail to
Dillard's 300 Towne Center Circle Sanford, Fl. 32771
Or fax to 407-302-3603.

The following Positions:
Lifeguard • Ride Operator• food & Beverage Cashier •
Food & Beverage Cook• Front Gate Assistance • Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Beoefits Including:
' Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets • College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

needed-to take over lease at
Pegasus Landing beginning
August 22. 2, 3 and 4 bed units
available. I'll pay application fee
and first months rent. Call
321501-9782 or 321-751-9062.

()

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!
Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled in the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-in ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmil@gmail.com

r/

( I

Hpply now:
Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM

...
CJ

Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive• Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005

DONATE BLOOD FOR .LO.CAL
RESEARCH PROGRAM AND. RECEIVE
$200 PER DONATION
VaxDesign Corporation, one of central Florida's leading biotechnology research
companies, is looking for volunteers to take part in an investigational study to aid in
the development of an artificial immune system to test vaccine formulations. '

CJ

lie City of Oviedo is hiring lifeguards and water
safety instructors to fill summer positions!

As a participant in this research study, you would be asked to donate white blood cells
on an apheresis machine once every 2 months, Each donation lasts approximately 3-4
·hours. In appreciation for your time, you will receive compensation of $200 per.
donation.
For more information or to volunteer for this study, please visit

www.vaxdesign.com/donors
or contact us at 407-249-3651

Ci

I donors@vaxdesign.com.

This study has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through Chesapeake Research
Review, Inc., (CRRI), a Maryland corporation, Columbia Gateway Drive, Columbia, MD 21046.
('
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Roommate to Share a 2/2.5 Townhouse
1/4 mi. from UCF & Research Park
W/D, Water, Elec. & Cable included,
$550/Month can 407-310-6583

•

Private Room avail in Village at
Science Drive. F only. Discounted
price of $500/mo. Avail Now-July
31,08. 1 mi from UCF. 813-907-9475

•

•
•

Room for rent in 3/2 home in
Ashington
Park. New and clean. 5 mins from
UCF. Quiet community, avoid traffic.
High-speed internet and wireless
cable. $450/mo util incl. Call
407-595-1183
Roommate needed to share 3/2.5
house 1 mi from UCF. Avail ASAP.
Pool, fenced in yard, fully furnished
living areas, watchdog. Please call 407677-1947 for more information.

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom

•

home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803
Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

•

1 F n/s for room of a brand new
townhouse in.Walden Chase (5 min
from campus). Swimming pool, furn,
(excluding bedroom), appl incl. W/D
$550/mo incl util, cable, & wireless
internet. CALL 407-925-2762

•

$425/mo all util incl in a 4/3
1 M or F needed Nice Alafaya Woods
home. Avail ASAP Brian 321-948-3063
or Ted 407-496-3458

2 ROOMS FOA RENT!
in a beautiful 3-bedroom, 2-bath home.
All appliances, utilities, cable, internet
included. Available Immediately! 5 min
to UCFI $550/mo (954)-649-4933
Room for rent, off Dean. Pool, hot tub,
pool table, gym, digital cable,WIFI, and
all util incld. Available now! $525. Call
Kristian @ 407-970-9799.

2 rooms avail. in nice and quiet 4/2.5
behind UCF. $425/mo all util incl. Non
smoking, non drinking. 407-509-4737
Room for rent with private bath
407-482-9990

1 Responsible Roommate
wanted to share FANTASTIC 4/2.5
home In Oviedo. Mins from UCF.
Lake, yard, his Internet. Private
· room, bathroom and llvlng area.
All utll Incl. Females Only $600/mo
Call Carlee 321-749-0507

1 Bedroom in House for Rent. Fully
furnished! $450/mo, inciudes utilities,
internet; cable, minifridge. Off Dean Rd.
(407) 860-1209 RCCosme@,gmail.com

•

Looking for F to share 4/2 house
behind UCF. Spacious bedrooms,
walk-in closets, W/D, cable, wireless
intrnt, N/S, partially furnished if
needed. $400 plus split utilities. Call
Naty at 407-683-7413 or
natyp84@gmail.com.

Room for rent with private bath
407-384-7080
Need 2 roommates who can clean up
after themselves and are respectful.
No pets. 4/2 House in Regency Park
behind UCF. M or F. Avail 8/1.
$450/mo + util. $450 DJ:!p. 12 mo.
lease.
Contact Ryan.(407) 430-5136 or
greatryry@gmail.com

Awesome rooms avail NOW and for
Fall!
All utilities included! Don't miss outl
RentUCF@yahoo.com

.,

•

$475/month (util incl} at Campus
Crossing. Unfurn room, FURNISHED
living area, townhouse style with 3
great roommates. Shuttle to campus,
two .pools, close to campus. Avail.
ASAP Call Jeremy 727-235-5049

FIRST MONTH FREE with one-year
lease! Seeking two n/s roommates
(m/f) in a gated community close to the
UCF campus. Spacious 3/2.5
townhome in Avalon Lakes.
$550/month everything included. Call
Mike @ (954) 234-3953
Need 1 or 2 Roomates to share
3BD/2BA hm, 2 Blocks from UCF,
Current Male Student living there, $450
+ util/room. Call George 702-416-4159
2 rooms avail in Avalon Park house.
Avail. now! $450/mo all util incl.
Comfortable rooms, close to
Clubhouse. Call 407-936-4373
Rooms avail in 3 beautiful homes close
to UCF. One with pool, some master
suites avail. All util incl. Ranging from
$500-$650/mo. Avail ASAP, or lease
for Fall. rentucf@yahoo.com or call
913-908-8185

Girl's 3/3 avail in newest phase of
Pegasus Landing right across UCF.
Shuttle Incl. $400/mo o.b.o utll Incl.
Avail. ASAP Call 407-879-5350
Female -2/1 Furnished University
Apts. 450/month util. incl. Avail. May1 August only. Across from UCF 11!Contact Karen 954-804-7280
Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified

Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

2 b/r condo in mint cond. 1 mile from
UCF. Partially furnished, many
upgr_a des and amenities. Contact
954-444-3854 or 407-319-5538
Chuluota - 3/2/1, lg bonus room, & wet
bar, H/00 sq ft, new paint, tile floors,
fenced yard, great college home, no
HOA, $189,000, Jean Scott, Keller
Williams (owner/agent) 407-765-2912.
Club at Orlando- 3/2, 2nd floor, end
unit in a gated community. Minutes to
UCF and Downtown! $166,900 Call
Dan Gentry Realtor at 321-277-2629

•

Double Wide Mobile Home Deerwood Park on SR50. 2Bd, 2Ba,
carport. $18500

5 minutes to UCF- Lakefront
Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Dwn pay. assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $114,900
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874
Popular condo location about 4 miles
from campus. 2 bedrooms/2 baths,
fireplace, washer/dryer, 6 available
from $105,000 to $125,000. Call
Richard Ritterpusch, RE/MAX 200
Realty 407-808-7987.

•

•

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

•

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
w..vw.dciplasma.com

8

Owner Financed; 4/3; Screened Pool;
Very Close to UCF; All Tiled Floors;
Great Deall $289,900 (904) 471-8865
RENTTOOWNI
CREDIT NO PROBLEM!
6/4 2 story 4000 sq ft. Built in 2006
Waterford Trails. $419,500
321 -693-1469
Tell your parentsll! 4/2./5 2 story home
built in 2005. On pond, with plenty of
parking. Gated community. Call
Doneva at 321 -624-1629
Attn Parents! 3/2, open floorplan,
private backyard, close to UCF. $225K
neg. 407-383-4073 ReMax Select
Sharon A. Samkowiak, PA
www.OrlandoHomeSearchOnline.com

9 suldolku
© Puzzles by Pappocom

7

3

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

6 7

2

4 7

1 HUGE Bedroom with private bath
and walk-in closet available in Victoria
Place 2 BR apartment EXTREMELY
close to UCF and VCC. Easy access to
408. $500 +
utilities availabl!l until the
end of July 2008. Call Kathy 954-6611885 or ksalerno@gmail.com

1/1 in a 4/4 avail. ASAP in Pegagsus
Connection. $535/month includes
utilities, internet.cable, basktball crt,
pool, gym, free tanning, frees shuttle to
UCF.Call Julia for more info 561-3191902

Donate Plasma!

•

•

1
5

5

3
1

9

1'

2 7

6 9
8
5
8
2

4
6

Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 In the arms of ·
Morpheus
7 Put straight
15 Split in half
16 Boards a jet
17 List of names
18 Wages
19 Sci-ti characters
20 Bictip
22 Ms. Fabray
23 Skyscraper
figures
25 Red or White
follower
26 Succumb to
worry
29 Animal house
30 With It
33 Waterway
35 Tack on
37 Jewel weight
41 Farewell, mon
ami
42 Equal score
43 Delete
44 Pound sounds
45 Bowler or
boater
46 Craps narural
47 Stitch up
49 Doze

51 Shipshape
52 Fiddle stick
55 Most effortless
58 Witty saying
61 JlJrisprudence
62 Just a touch
65 Maryland player
67 Sanctuary
69 Start of a
number
70 Bounded
upward
71 Made unhappy
72 Mental strain
DOWN
1 Pasture
measure
2 Channel for
coins
3 Fewer
4 Dig in
5 Happening
6 Dot

7 _ Plaines, IL
8 Mindless
9 Watery impact

3/Zl/08
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10 Shepard or
Greenspan
11 Unfurnished
12 University credits
13 Deal with
14 Elizabeth l's
favorite
21 Inhalation
23 Saturates
24 New Delhi
residents
26 Skirmish
27 Carnival
attraction
28 Wicked
31 Italian desserts
32 Mom or dad
34 Wiley subterfuge
36 Duty assignment
38 High rating
39 OnacnJise
40 Portable sheller
48 Firearm
50 Lustrous gems
52 Experimental
versions
53 Grand musical
drama

Last issue solved
54 Pumped-up
56 Ammonia
derivative
57 Sugary
59 Diploma
awardee
60 Track contest

62 Hoodwink
63 Many moons
64 Resting
places
66 Composer
Rorem
68 Distant

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

300
Rent to Own Credit
NO Problem
Beautiful 3/2, 1744 sqft home with
wood floors, great room, whole
house emergency generator, splitplan backs on conservation area,
close to UCF! $259,900. Call
recorded Info 2417 at 321-281-6543
or go to
www.ButlerSellsHouses.com
English bulldog.Ake reg,3 months
old,·
Cohtact us...thm'aw09@gmail.com
Cal 407-363-1 984

FOR SALE:
I~
~ Automotive
Junk Car Removal
•No Title •No Keys
•No Problem
Free Car Removal
321-277-3582 Kenny
2002 Mustang Convertible. 59k, red
ext, black leather interior. 6 cyl, auto,
loads of extras incl. CD player. Priced
to sell at $9999 Call 407-359-2524
Homeless? Stay Herel UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified

NEED A BABY/ HOUSE
OR PET SITTER??
We are 3 reliable female college
students who love kids.
Available 7 days a week, we can
match almost any schedule!
References upon request. $10*
Call ;Jacki today 954 882 051 O
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Is almost here!
Look for it in the March 31st edition of the:

c!entral 3Floriba hture
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The University of Tampa, Graduate Studies Office
401 W. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, FL 33606-1490
(813) 258-7409 • E-mail: utgrad@ut.edu
Web site: www.ut.edu/graduate
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CONTEST SPONSORED BY:

E•t1•
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WWW.ENLACEFLORIDA.ORG

SHORT-ESSAY CONTEST
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES:
.

-If given ·an opportunity t-o speak with a-

• Please include your ·name, mailing address
·phone number, e-mail ·address,
'
and college yoti represent

DEADLINE:MARCH 31, 20

Florida legislator, what would you advise-=
him/her to change in Florida's higher ·
·
education system?
*All entries must be at least 500 words in length. By participating

s·

·~

For More Information, call (813)974-3897
rt

-If you knew then, what you know now...what

.wpuld you have done differently to make
your college experience better?

• Entries must be at -least-500 words and
formatted in MS Word
·

• E-mail your submission to:
bcolon@enlace.usf.edu

~Write 2 to 4 pages about any obstacles/barriers
you had to overcom~ to m~e it to college, any
challenges you face today 1n trying to stay in
college, and your goals after college. .

.J

inthls contest, contestant confirms essay is their original work
and authorizes its use by ENIACE Florida as deemed appropriate.
Entries will not be returned. Contest winners will be announced
on April 15, 2008 in Tallahassee, FL Select participants will be
invited to an all-expense paid 1-<lay trip to Tallahassee,
FL to participate in ENIACE Florida Day.
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